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The current state of the art 
◦ Whole slide imaging is now over a decade old 

 

◦ Since its inception, we’ve heard a lot about how it is poised to be a disruptive technology 
◦ No such disruption has materialized, by the way … 

 

◦ Key vendors come and go, but the following problems have never been addressed: 
◦ No interchange whatsoever 

◦ Web viewers usually available, but cumbersome and not performant 

◦ Generally tightly coupled server and client (usually Windows on both sides) 

◦ Governance issues: 

◦ If you bought a scanner only, there’s likely to be no built-in governance at all 

◦ You usually have to buy a very expensive server application from the vendor to get WSI data governance 

◦ Even then, it’s single-source governance that does not allow for true metadata customization 



WSI in the age of Big Data 
◦ Collaborative research is the new norm 

◦ Cut across multiple disciplines: biomedical, mathematical, engineering, etc. 

 

◦ Oftentimes, stakeholder teams don’t even agree on a common syntax, let alone a common 
infrastructure 

 

◦ Each stakeholder has unique needs for metadata and storage 
◦ We use WSI to satisfy clinical needs, and those needs drive certain requirements 

◦ Our Computer Science colleagues have totally different needs 

◦ Our Bioinformatics/Biostatistics colleagues have totally different needs as well 

 

◦ The age of Big Data signals the end of grant-driven science as we have known it 
◦ Shrinking pot of money; declining grant acceptance rates 

◦ We can no longer afford to duplicate infrastructure across an institution, let alone a department 



Wither “disruption”? 
◦ Wasn’t WSI supposed to be a “disruptive” 

technology that could totally change our 
workflow? 
◦ I’m still waiting to be disrupted by WSI … have any of you 

been disrupted yet? 

 

◦ Disruption is possible, but only when certain 
conditions are met 
◦ They haven’t been met yet! 

 

◦ The advent of BD2K forces all investigators to be 
data scientists – in other words, Computer 
Science is now the core competency of this 
scientific era 



Current governance in WSI 
◦ Variable, depending on institution and technical sophistication of staff 

◦ Most institutions use bare WSI files and Microsoft Excel 

◦ Some use vendor server applications 

◦ e.g. Aperio Spectrum 

◦ In all cases, there is the notion that the original WSI file is the source of truth 

 

◦ Silos, silos everywhere 
◦ We have merely duplicated the problem of private slide collections 

 

◦ Differing disciplines, differing requirements 
◦ In Pathology, the slide is the important thing; we assume that (in most cases) most well-trained pathologists will reach the same 

conclusion about the same slide 

◦ Other disciplines like for us to annotate slides (sometimes literally) ad nauseam, but their efforts fall apart largely because there 
isn’t a good way for them to peer all the way into huge repositories of relevant image data 



The “ideal” WSI warehouse 
◦ Image data always available, +/- to the public 

 

◦ Variable (and layered) governance of metadata – different levels of privilege depending on who you are 

 

◦ Bespoke metadata systems to match individual investigator needs 
 

◦ Single uniform interchange format 
◦ As well as a user-friendly toolchain to support this 

 

◦ “Everything to everyone” 
◦ Wait a second … 



“Everything to Everyone” systems 
◦ When was the last time you interacted with one of these? 

◦ Cerner 

◦ Epic 

◦ Microsoft Windows 

◦ Do I need to go on? 

 

◦ They each have their uses, but in trying to be everything to everyone they fail to provide an optimal 
experience for any use case 

 

◦ So why do such systems exist? 
◦ Because stakeholder needs are legitimately variable 

◦ Because there’s a cost involved in developing individual infrastructures for each stakeholder group 

◦ Because there are enterprise issues involving reliability, durability, and availability that few groups are technically sophisticated 
enough to meet head-on 



UAB Pathology: a case study 
◦ No pre-existing infrastructure for WSI or WSI governance 

 

◦ Two different WSI scanners and their vendors: 
◦ Aperio 

◦ Bioimagene 

 

◦ Use cases (in order of importance): 
◦ Clinical: archive consult cases whose slides must be sent back 

◦ Medical Education: WSI slide boxes for medical school teaching 

◦ Research: Image analysis, imaging systems governance, automated region of interest detection and binning to enable next-
generation anatomic pathology workflow 

◦ Resident Education: digitize pathologist-held slide collections for posterity AND GREAT JUSTICE!™ 

◦ Outreach: medical education in Zambia, community pathology practice joint venture with Montgomery Baptist healthcare system 



Needs: clinical 
◦ High-availability, high-durability, user-friendly, high-performance (in that order) 

 

◦ ~5000-10000 cases per year to be archived to start 
◦ Even with the optimistic assumption of 1GB/case, we’d still be talking 5-10TB/year 

◦ Note that annual growth in storage requirements is a given in this scenario 

 

◦ Presence of PHI means that HIPAA security requirements must be met 
◦ Granular access tracking 

◦ Write once, never delete 

 

◦ Provision of extensibility (via RESTful API, for instance) is of secondary concern 

 



Needs: educational 
◦ Number of slides to be archived is finite 

◦ For the medical school, for instance, this turned out to be well under 1000 slides 

 

◦ Total public access 
◦ Consequently: no PHI! 

 

◦ High-performance, user-friendly 
◦ Availability and durability are secondary concerns 

 

◦ Extensibility requirements: secondary 
◦ RESTful API a positive, but not a must 

 

◦ Perhaps the most straightforward use-case 

 



Needs: research 
◦ Storage requirements are less easy to define; less than clinical, more than educational 

◦ In human research, traditionally this piggybacks off whatever the clinical arm of pathology is doing 

 

◦ Campus access (if not public access) essential 
◦ So no PHI 

 

◦ High-performance, high-availability 
◦ PhD’s are fond of being inscrutable, so here’s some inscrutability right back at you … :P 

 

◦ Extensibility requirements: essential 
◦ RESTful API a must! 



Solution: throw the baby out with the 
bath water? 

◦ There are two major classes of data to consider here: 
◦ The actual image data 

◦ The metadata 

 
◦ Of the two, the image data itself is immutable; that is to say, it never changes 

 
◦ The metadata, on the other hand, not only changes but ought to look different to different people 

 
◦ APIs (RESTful or not) may be of secondary concern in all but the research case, but prioritize them anyway as 

the core of the system 
◦ This may be a WTF moment to some of you … 

 
◦ The source WSI data containers (.svs, .bif, etc.) are irrelevant; instead convert to a single common format 

 
◦ User accessibility and satisfaction are the key – and only – metrics; design the right system and the audience 

will come! 
 
 



A bit more on the API thing … 
◦ This is at the core of our WSI governance 

 

◦ Give everyone access to all the slides in a totally public fashion 
◦ But give no one the metadata that provides context 

◦ In other words, no PHI on the slide server itself 

 

◦ Then build the applications for the individual use cases using a single common API 
◦ Rapid prototyping 

◦ Rapid reuse of code 

◦ That’s why API-building was the #1 priority 



The beginning is a delicate time … 
◦ … but fortunately for you, I’m no Bene Gesserit 

◦ Wrong sex, for one thing … 

 

◦ We needed a common interchange format 
◦ Only one thing was for sure: it had to be small-file based 

◦ The lessons of Google Maps, etc., are hard to ignore 

 

◦ DZI vs. Microsoft QuadKey pyramid hierarchies 
◦ These are the two most efficient pyramid hierarchical systems, for different reasons 

◦ DZI is more open, though 

 

◦ DZI pyramids are trivially viewable in OpenSeadragon 
◦ Indeed, the OpenSlide project has for years bundled a Python-based dynamic tileserver that utilizes OpenSeadragon in this fashion 



Toward a common interchange 
format  

◦ DZI pyramids comprise a self-similar (though not self-describing) file format consisting of an XML 
manifest and then a set of directories (that go from 0-18 or so in the case of most WSIs); each numerical 
directory increment is a higher zoom level 

 

◦ Small (256x256) JPEG files in each directory 

 

◦ If you want a single-file file format, just zip up the manifest and the image directories, and voila! 
◦ This works quite well, as most modern operating systems treat ZIP files as directories to begin with 

◦ Even if they don’t, most programming languages (e.g. Python, C#/.NET, PHP) have built-in functionality that parses ZIPs as 
directories dynamically, without having to unzip the entire file 

◦ This works because there’s a dictionary of elements placed at the end of every ZIP file – you can dynamically unzip files by reading 
that dictionary, and then grabbing the relevant file from the bitstream 

 

◦ This is our interchange format of choice 
◦ Can be viewed on any modern web browser! 



Toolchain 
◦ OpenSlide + libVIPS + mingw64 + cross-compilation = ? 

◦ A command-line application for universal conversion of WSI file formats into DZIs, runnable in Win32 

◦ Take this executable and write a PyQt shell around it, and you have WholeBuddy – a drag-and-drop GUI application for WSI 
conversion 

 

◦ Why not just use OpenSlide directly? 
◦ libVIPS is a far more efficient image parsing system; a 1GB Aperio SVS takes roughly 26 minutes to parse using OpenSlide alone, but 

this is cut to 5 minutes in libVIPS 

◦ Indeed, libVIPS is so efficient that Wikipedia has adopted it as its default image scaler 

 

◦ The HTML5 DZI viewer is trivial to conceptualize and implement – it’s just OpenSeadragon and a few 
lines of HTML/Javascript 

 

◦ These programs are all open-source, and available on GitHub (contact me for more info) 



Putting it all together 
◦ Target the educational use case as the proof of concept 

◦ I’m tired of proofs of concept that are not useful in and of themselves; I hope for the good of our profession that you are too 

 

◦ Generate an accession system that creates public accession numbers on a per-slide basis 
◦ As well as a companion system on the clinical side that ties public accession numbers to real clinical accession numbers 

 

◦ Each individual slide is easily embeddable via the WSI server’s API into other applications 

 

◦ Each application is delivered as a full LEMP stack virtual machine, using PEIR-VM as its basis 

 

◦ It’s trivially simple for me to spin up as many of these virtual machines as there are users (!) 
◦ We are IAAS and SAAS as a result 













Results 
◦ Interchange achieved; no need to install vendor-approved viewers and to maintain different server 

applications 

 

◦ 8 different private WSI repositories merged into this system, with more transitioning in 

 

◦ All WSIs viewable in real-time, with hundreds of concurrent users before performance degradation 

 

◦ Medical education use case complete and in production 
◦ http://peir-vm.path.uab.edu/ 

 

◦ Clinical use case in development 

 

◦ This is our department’s mandated WSI warehouse and governance model going forward 

 

http://peir-vm.path.uab.edu/
http://peir-vm.path.uab.edu/
http://peir-vm.path.uab.edu/


Questions? 


